For bright, long-lasting light, the RCL1NM1 is an outstanding choice. The bright white LED never needs replacing and the high capacity NiMH battery lasts about 55 hours between charges in economy mode. In addition, the light covers only one receptacle of an outlet, leaving the other accessible.

**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Energizer LED Rechargeable Flashlight
- **Model:** RCL1NM1
- **Color:** White
- **Power Source:** One NiMH Rechargeable Battery
- **Lamp:** White LED
- **Lamp Life:** Lifetime
- **Lamp Output:** 6 Lumens
- **Typical Weight:** 201 grams (7.1 oz.) (with battery)
- **Dimensions (in):** 8.05 x 2.19 x 0.96

**Performance:**
- **Run Time**
  - 8mA Continuous Drain to 3.6V at (70°F)
- **Options:**
  - Two lighting modes – Economy and Full On
  - Economy mode lasts 55 hours between charges

**Important Notice**
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